
Whilst  examing the “Voynich manuscript” my attention was bought to  the “marginalia”,  words
written in what appears to be Latin letters. So far, nobody appears to have deciphered them, yet
upon first viewing them I was struck that they appeared to be written in medieval Castillian (in
order to prevent confusion, I shall in future use the generic term “Spanish” rather than distinguish
between the different languages).

I was ably helped by Elmar Vogt ´s  Writings on the Wall: A Discussion of the Voynich Manuscript
Marginalia  (http://voynichthoughts.files.wordpress.com/2010/02/marginalia.pdf),  as  well  as  the
invaluable primer on Spanish 15th century handwriting from the UNED and D. Jesús Muñoz y
Riviera´s Manual de paleografía diplomática española de los siglos XII al XVII.

I do not claim to have deciphered any part of the “voychinese”. I simply put forward a reading of
the “plaintext” based on my knowledge of the times and language.

Here I concentrate my efforts on two sections of the marginalia:

Folio 66/r, the handwriting next to the infamous “dead woman”,

And Folio 116/r, the first line of text.
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Folio 66/r

Fig 1.- the section of folio 66/r in question, original scan.

Fig 2.- the same section, enhanced and sharpened

The first line appears to be “y”. It could also be an open topped “p” as in:1 

However, “p” as a letter by itself appears to mean nothing in medieval or modern Spanish, and this
character carries no indications as to being an abbreviation. “Y” means “And” in Spanish, and so is
acceptable, both at the beginning of a sentence, and as a character by itself.

The second line starts with a letter which is a closed loop extending on it's righthand side upwards
and back over the loop. Only “d” fits this pattern. If the letters were “joined up” then we would

1 Taken from “La Escritura Cortesana”, UNED publication.
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expect the spike to curve back down and join the next letter, but no attempt at joined up writing has
been made in these words.

The next letter appears to be unambiguous and is an “e”.

The third letter is appears here blown up:

and here with colours enhanced: 

A small upstroke converted to a firm down stroke, followed a diagonal stroke upwards and firmly in
a vertical movement downwards: the character must be an “n”.

The first word appears to be “den”.

We move to the second word of the second line.

The first character has the same start as the “n” identified above, but moves in two rapid semicircles
– it is unambiguously an “m”.

The second character is a downstroke, followed by an upstroke that starts diagonally then moves
upwards – it appears to be either “u” or an open “a”.

The third character looks like a capital “O” which has been smudged, with a stroke through the
middle. It makes no sense to put a capital letter at the end of two words which previously have
shown no indication towards capitalization. Nor does a word like “muo” appear in any European
source I have consulted (with the exception of a modern word describing a particle of force in
physics). 

Having discarded the capital “O” theory, it does make sense to assume the letter is a smudged “s”,
where the link from the nib ran as the scribe attempted to round the loop.

This would give us either “mus” or “mas” - the former a medieval varient spelling of the latter
Spanish word. (Both spellings were used until the 1600's, when the “u” was dropped for “a”).

This line thus reads “den mas” or “den mus”, the latter a varient spelling of the former!

In Spanish, this line reads “Give more”

We now move onto the last word.

The first letter is a mess. It could be two characters run together – it could be a
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badly formed “d” where the scribe has closed the bottom loop then raised the quill to form the upper
stroke. If two letters, one would assume this to be an abbreviation, but none comes to mind, and the
deformed stroke of the first character would normally link into the second character. I am of the
opinion this  is  a  badly formed “d”,  with  the scribe  possibly realising  that  the letter  should  be
uppercase after starting to write it, for reasons I explain below.

The second character appears to be an unambiguous “e”.

The third letter could be “l”, “s” or “p”. I believe this to be “P”.

This would give us “DeP” - D.e.P., in Spanish, Descanse en Paz, from the Latin Descansum in Pace.
It's the Spanish version of “RIP”, Rest in Peace.

Putting this together, we can quickly read that this marginalia reads:

Y den mas DeP

And give [her] more. RIP.

I do not venture to theorise on  why  this would be written in plaintext on what is otherwise an
impenetrable  page.  It  could  be a  joke on the  content  of  the  page;  it  could  be a  scribble from
centuries later on a passing whim. But it appears to be clear to read, and is a simple transcription of
the handwriting.

Some notes on “den” and “mus”:

Den is the second or third person imperative of “dar”, to give. Ie,  ¿Quienes den de comer? Who is
giving them something to eat? ¿Quienes den mas? Who is giving more?

The grammatical structure sounds wrong for modern Spanish but would appear accurate for the
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1500's, as the imperative would have been used for emphasis in a time before exclamation marks.

“mus” is a common variant spelling of “mas” from before the 1600's, where it appears in both
forms in the Corpus del Español. It has given way to the “a” spelling and is never seen today.

Folio 116/r

Fig 3.- the segment of text in question (top of folio).

This text is unclear at the end of the sentence as it appears the manuscript was smudged at some
point. I shall supply enhancements where possible.

I believe the sentence to be composed of five or six words. The handwriting appears to be the same
as that on folio 66/r – the letter forms are very similar.

The first word is “Por”.

The p appears to be a classic “p” of the era – an initial entry stroke (the same as we
see in the text on folio 66/r), a downstroke, then back up and almost close the loop.

The second letter is a clear closed circle that can only be “o”.

The third letter is a mess. The ink has run at the time of writing and also been smudged. One can
see a difference in the first three letters from the next few words – it is as if the scribe scribbled the
first word, though “drat” and slowed down. However, we image the “r” as having been written in
the shape of a 2, as was the form at the time, or half of a cross. It could be almost any letter with no
pronounced upstroke or downstroke, and r fits the bill.

Common variants of “r”  according to D.  Jesús Muñoz y Riviera.

The next word starts with an upstroke before looping forwards and crossing the upstroke. It fits
the letter “s” when at the beginning of a word, as demonstrated by this example from the UNED´s
handwriting primer: 

Here we can clearly see that the handwriting of the time encouraged, at the beginning of a word, a
strong upstroke followed by a forwards loop and crossing the upstroke halfway up. 

The next letter appears to be an “e” or “c”, followed by a “b” or an “h”, followed again by another
“e” or “c” and then another smudged letter which appears to be an “r”.

Assuming that the “e” or “c” must be an “e”, then the word is seber.
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The third word appears to start with a v, followed by an m. We then have a strangely formed “c” or
“e”, followed by an apparent “n”.

The gives us vmcn or vmen. Not much to go on, unless we assume this is
two words, VM and the abbreviated word for con, as we see in this example
from the UNED: 

The last word (or two) is impossible to read properly due to water damage,. It is either one long
word or two short ones. The first letter is "a" with an open top, or a V. The second letter could be u,
or an I. We then possibly have a t. It then trails off into water damage before ending as something
similar to "tero" or “fecto”. This leads me to espouse two possibilities for the word(s):
- altisidora (esteemed lady)
or a medieval abbreviated spelling of
autentico afecto (authentic affection).

If we put together the deciphered words we get:

Por seber vm cn autentico afecto

Por is simply To.
Seber is a varient spelling of ceder (it appears a number of times in the corpus del español), which
means “to cede”.
VM is the honorific Vir Magnificus, a common medieval honorific to an educated personage.
Con is simply With.
autentico afecto (authentic affection).

To cede this to your esteemed magnificence with authentic affection.

A dedication note above some more lines of text written in a private cipher? 
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